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Use Case 
High availability and NAS  home 
directory performance  

COMPANY OVERVIEW 

BAS Group is the largest electronics retailer and e-tailer of the Netherlands 
and is a platform between vendor and consumer. 

Founded in 1996, Dutch retailer/e-tailer BAS Group experienced a huge 
expansion in July last year when it acquired Dexcom, owner of Dixons and 
Dynabyte, increasing its store numbers nearly tenfold from 25 to 230. In the 
process, the company’s employee numbers grew to 1400 and it turned into a 
€500m revenue operation. 

BAS Group owns three retail chains (Dynabyte, Dixons and MyCom) and relies 
on what it terms the “clever integration of online and offline shopping” to 
give customers in the Netherlands the ability to order products online or in-
store and to be no more than 10 minutes’ walk from expert help and physical 
products. 

CHALLENGES  

BAS Group’s data center, sited at its ISP, houses 80 virtual servers based on 
VMware. The company started using VMware in 2006 and initially had IBM’s 
N series, a rebranded NetApp product, to handle its storage. But there were 
issues with support, performance and costs. Although BAS Group was signed 
into a four-year contract, it started looking for alternatives as early as the 
second year. Settling on Open-E virtual storage, infrastructure manager at BAS 
Group, Eddo Jansen, created his own solutions based on 4Gb fibre channel. 

They worked fairly well until BAS acquired Dexcom last summer and Jansen 
was tasked with redesigning the network and storage infrastructure in a very 
short period of time.  

As a consequence, BAS migrated from 3Com switches and Netscreen firewalls 
to a complete Juniper network infrastructure and upgraded its VMware ESX 
servers to vSphere 5. 

 

 

Requirement 
Faster I/O speeds, improved overall 
performance leading to improved 
customer interactions and reduced 
risks associated with downtime 

Solution 
BAS achieved I/O performance of 
1.3Gbps well above the desired 
800Mbps 

“I’d rather pay for hardware than 
for support you don’t get or license 
fees that are sky high. We have 
achieved really high performance 
with the Nexenta system that is 
highly scalable and gives you an in-
depth view so you can monitor 
everything and see everything. It’s a 
really good product and I’m really 
happy with it.” 

 
Eddo Jansen  
Software & Infrastructure Manager 
BAS Group 
 
 

 

NexentaStorTM + HA Cluster 
licensed feature 

 192GB memory per head 
(ARC) 

 2 x SuperMicro 825TQ-
R700LPB chassis  

 8 x Supermicro Jbods 

 8 x Stec 8GB Zeus RAM (ZIL) 

 164 x Seagate 300GB 15K RPM 
SAS in mirror config 

 4 x Seagate 300GB 15K RPM 
SAS  

 2 x 10Gbps Ethernet 

 6 x NFS shares to vSphere5 
ESXi 
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SOLUTION 

Searching for alternatives to Open-E, Jansen came upon Nexenta. At first, he was deterred because it appeared more expensive 
than Open-E but the performance improvements looked so significant that he decided to try it out. Performance was especially 
important because BAS loses as much as €100,000 for every 30 minutes of downtime. 

BAS made the decision to migrate its 4Gbps-based Open-E storage to two Nexenta HA (high availability) 10Gbps NFS connected 
clusters with a total raw capacity of 64TB. The Nexenta HA Cluster enables Nexenta appliances to run a set of services and 
monitor each other for failures while providing high availability for shared storage accessible from both appliances. Volume 
services can be migrated between cluster appliances manually or automatically upon failure of one appliance. 

The performance boost was very significant for BAS in addressing the high I/O load generated by the requirement for SQL servers 
to constantly update its website. In addition, the solution provided real-time stock information, as well as system management 
services, ordering and sales applications, and data warehouse servicing.  

BAS had been hoping for I/O performance of around 800Mbps but, using Nexenta, the company has achieved 1.3Gbps, well 
above expectations and at the physical limitation of the network. 

Allied to Nexenta’s hardware-neutral approach, pooling and tiering its storage enabled BAS to use 1.5TB of fast SSDs for its high 
performance SQL servers to ensure rapid read and write for the customer-facing side of its operation. NexentaStor’s snapshot 
facility also was used to take hourly snapshots. 

BUSINESS BENEFITS 

NexentaStor features, such as hybrid storage pooling, unlimited snapshots, deduplication, and thin provisioning, are designed to 
help enterprise customers implement cost-effective, high performance storage. In addition NexentaStor supports a wide range of 
protocols for unified storage, including CIFS, NFS, rsync, iSCSI, Fibre Channel, and SATA.  

As NexentaStor is based on open source technology, users are not locked into buying more expensive products from a particular 
vendor or paying unnecessary mark-ups for standard features.  

In addition, ZFS offers massively scalable storage environments with a virtually unlimited number of snapshots, free versioning, 
and high granularity of data protection. 

By deploying NexentaStor, BAS Group was able to:  

 Achieve much faster I/O speeds 

 Significantly improve customer interaction and data center performance 

 Pooling and tiering shared storage enabled BAS group to use SSDs for lightning fast writes 

 High availability add-on reduced the risk of significant losses to the business from downtime 

 

 
 


